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Online 

Meeting Minutes 

Objectives: 

● Define Ecological Stressors and Assumptions  

● Define reaches of the White River  

● Establish working groups for moving the restoration plan forward 

 

In attendance: Wally Macfarlane, Casey Pennock (Utah State University); Matt Breen 

(UDWR); John Leary, Rusty Lloyd, Shannon Wadas (RiversEdge West); Callie Hendrickson 

(White River Conservation District); Deirdre Macnab (landowner and White River Alliance); 

Jojo La (Colorado Water Conservation Board); Jeff Roberts, Matt Jennings (Western Colorado 

Conservation Corps); Sarah Seegert (UDWR); Terrell Thayne (UGIP); Jake Deslauriers (Utah 

Conservation Corps), Dave Bastiaan (Canyon Country Youth Corps), Tory Mathis (UDWR), 

Restoration plan and timeline 

The restoration plan will have a lot of background information and information about methods. 

The goals are to have not just a plan for treating sites but also to inform the public, funders, other 

partners, etc about what we’re doing and why, and that can serve as a guide for restoration on the 

White River. 

Plan development will be an iterative process. Planning for full partnership meetings in October 

and November. Also working groups to develop certain components of the plan. Medium-term 

goal is to have a draft of the restoration plan with potential shovel-ready projects in December. 

Plan would be finished in March 2021. 

Stressors and Assumptions 

We need to recognize and lay out the ecological stressors on the riparian vegetation, and the 

assumptions that we make when we address those stressors. 

These are based on scientific research and literature, and incorporate local knowledge.  

The word “stressor” in this case isn’t meant to imply something negative- it’s a factor that affects 

the relationship between TRO and native plant species 

Not all of the stressors that impact riparian areas can be addressed by our work, but we can and 

need to account for them in the planning process 

This document provides context for establishing what we can achieve, and informs the 

assessment and prioritization of potential restoration sites (which we’ll get to later in the process) 

Tamarisk Leaf Beetle 



They can be moved within Colorado and Utah but not across state lines and not within a certain 

distance of Southwest Willow Flycatcher habitat. 

Hydrology 

Rusty: Are there any hydrologic assumptions needed around fish species or spawning habitats? 

Or any further aquatic species measures we need to take? 

Matt: Protection of the higher flows will be key that is why we have woody debris. So protection 

of overbank flows in upper bend will be critical in upper banks.  If we don’t have that interaction 

with the food plain, we would not be where we are so the hydrological component is crucial. 

Wally: Probably the most important thing in the system right now is to maintain those high 

flows.  This past year was bad to these systems.  White River’s  “ultra snow melt” these areas 

will be largely rain and ground water driven in the future.  In terms of climate change, it is 

happening much more quickly and these impacts will be major stressors on these systems. 

Jojo: Recovery Program (US Fish and Wildlife) is developing flow recommendations in draft 

form right now to be finalized in the next couple of years.  This should be able to protect the 

flows for fish in the reach. 

One of the biggest threats is uptick in non-native fish in the basin- foreign species in Kenney 

Reservoir.  Not sure how this relates to flood plain and habitat but maybe look at invasive 

species that are aquatic. 

The other assumptions are that there is water development including Wolf Creek Reservoir by 

Rio Blanco County. This might help with storage but may decrease peak flows.  

The group acknowledged that expansion of Kenney Reservoir, the proposed Wolf Creek 

development, and other potential development could alter flow regimes, can be contentious 

issues in the community, could be a distraction for the WRP and outside of its scope, and it is 

unclear how they will proceed.  Jojo proposed language that that reflects that restoration is 

guided by available flow regime-working with the flows that are available.  

The group also discussed including a discussion of flow regimes as its own section of the WRP 

restoration plan.  

A side conversation developed about best practices for cottonwood management. The WRP goal 

is to have good terrestrial and native fish habitat. Flows are important for natural regeneration 

and seeding of native vegetation (eg cottonwoods). BMPs will be included in the restoration 

plan. 

Geomorphology 



Matt: assumption recommendation: The meandering sections of the White below Bonanza 

Bridge- we continue to see movement of the main channel on a decadal scale and it has changed 

every 30 years.  The importance of allowing it to move ties in to stabilization of the banks  

Wally: Another key component to cottonwood growth is they add structural components into 

streams. So there is connection between hydrology, geomorphology and vegetation and it is the 

real driver of habitat restoration, to create wood jams to create habitat. It impacts hydraulics as it 

forces flow and it makes shifts in the channel over time and we get new surfaces to regenerate 

surfaces. It preserves the current habitat and native vegetation. 

Matt: worth comparing with Duchesne River system-invasive and nonnative fish especially 

smallmouth bass will continue to thrive on low flow conditions 

Livestock and Wildlife Grazing 

Deirdre: What are BMPs for livestock? How do you restore around old cottonwoods and not a lot 

of new growth? 

Rusty: This refers to active revegetation we would protect seeding for an amount of time.  It does 

not really talk about old growth stands and beaver predation. 

Wally: the literature supports cottonwoods at 6 ft tall they are safe from grazing- Wally thinks it 

is an important assumption to put in there. We say earlier we want passive before active 

measures. In the case of a whole hay field, in this context it is certain areas you have prioritized 

and you have some flood years and seeds come in, the best management practice is to rest this 

area for 3-5 years with electric fences 

Callie offered to make some suggestions and to send them to John. 

Herbaceous and Woody Invasives Assumptions 

Deirdre: You may want to include bio tools. It would be nice to think we could do something 

basin wide. Pertinent to Tamarisk and Russian Olive. They spray for mosquitos and they are 

deadly to bio controls. We need to address this not just for the tamarisk but for leafy spurge. Not 

sure where it goes in this plan, but we should raise this issue to encourage a more integrated pest 

management system without massive impacts. 

John: That’s something that is covered under using best management practices. There is an 

interaction that Insectary is reporting.  I think any kind of advocacy there would be outside of the 

scope of what we are trying to do with this partnership. 

Deirdre: disagrees, then lost phone service during her explanation. John and Deirde will touch 

baes outside the meeting. 

Climate Change:  



Wally: hydrologic regime will likely be affected by climate change from snow melt to rain/snow 

or rain warming system. 

Jojo: We have done work on temperature change scenarios and we have translated it to the White 

River basin.  And for the climate change assumptions unknown, we show a hotter and drier 

climate.  We can provide documentation.   

Recreation: 

Wally: is there potential pushback from recreationalists with some of our management 

practices…is this something we are considering? 

Matt Breen: You don’t see many people down there except high flows so it does not interact with 

woody debris.  People just portage when it is a problem. 

Jojo: Difficult to put in on the river so it is hard to access the river.  My thought on this focused 

on aquatic species… this is a little unfair to recreation, if we do put ins well it should not have an 

impact on riparian vegetation.  Maybe say in “non-designated access areas” 

Some of these things could promote advocacy e.g. like Moab where there are campsites because 

tamarisk has been removed. 

Reaches (maps and reach description document is separate) 

Matt suggested starting at the Green River confluence for River Mile Zero and rename the 

reaches accordingly. 

Wally: Utah side broke out this work by reach types and characteristics of the river 

  -how confined it is 

  -number of meanders 

  -some in different condition 

-some need conservation vs. restoration (that is how it is broken up on the Utah 

side) 

Colorado side is 2 reaches on main stem and tributaries-the 2 reaches are based on fish habitat 

and the location of the Taylor Draw Dam. 

If the reaches are that long it will be hard to capture progress/improvements and successes. 

Should acknowledge unique parts and how it relates to restoration 

Consider adding Taylor Draw Dam to Yellow Creek and Yellow Creek to Meeker 

Jojo: How should these be segmented and what is the purpose of these reaches? Is it to be fair 

with comparisons? What type of recovery potential?  



John will follow up individually with people about the Colorado side reaches. Utah side is 

accepted w/Matt’s suggestions. 

Working Groups: 

To develop parts of the restoration plan that will provide project background information, inform 

site selection, and inform others about the WRP actions and decision-making. 

The proposed working groups (depending on interest and availability) were: 

1. Fish habitat 

2. Wildlife habitat 

3. Recreation 

4. Private lands/ag/grazing 

5. Public lands grazing 

6. Ute tribe 

Wally suggested a geomorphology/hydrology working group to work on the reach break 

component 

It was also suggested to combine fish and wildlife into one group due to limited number of 

people. Also because on the Colorado side, CPW staff would be able to help on both of these 

aspects. 

 


